[e -Government]
At the heart of e-government

In 2007 Slovenia became no.2 in Europe regarding the development of
e-government services. We are even more proud of this achievement,
as we have contributed essential elements to this success.
Registries
By producing complete technology and process solutions for base registries we provide the Slovenian government with leverage for a successful transition from register orientation to register organization. Modern registers such as the Central Population Register, Register of Civil Status, Register of Permanent Population together
with Register of Citizenship, Register of Foreigners, Register of Territorial Units and the Business Register enable
government departments and agencies to establish powerful internet services for e-government front office
for G2C and G2B, as well as infrastructure and services for back office e-government for G2G.

Elections
Genis is providing the Slovenian authorities with powerful web-based solutions for elections. The Genis
solution ensures a complete portal working environment for integrated and controlled preparation of elections,
execution of elections and reports on election results.

Biometric Passports
By introducing biometric passports last year, Slovenia became one of the first EU countries to fulfil the
requirements of European Union regulations on standards for security features and biometrics in passports
and travel documents. Genis has developed and produced a comprehensive information solution for
issuing biometric passports and has also started modernising Slovenian records for identification and travel
documents.

[e -Government]
Genis provides solutions for successfully implementing the vision of e-administration: providing citizens
and enterprises with immediate web-based access to straightforward, user-friendly, safe and accessible
administrative services, and e-democracy applications.
Genis e-Government solutions enable the quick adoption of priorities such as user satisfaction, streamlining
public administration, and introducing modern e-services, which simplify communication with public
administration bodies. We provides public administrations with leverage to eliminate administrative
burdens, develop of the innovative solutions, establish new models of operation, and collaborate with various
government and civil organisations, individuals and other countries.
The latest technologies, extensive knowledge and experience, gained from partnerships with strongly
regulated government organizations, allow Genis to minimize risks on e-government projects and go beyond
providing solutions – becoming a partner for the success.

Results driven e-government projects
Genis governs the complete lifecycle of high-end government e-business solutions. Our proven methodology
and methods ensure short development cycles and enable us to realize projects in determined time frames
and financial resources. Genis’ advanced methodology comprises modern approaches to project management, James Martin’s Information Engineering Methodology, Oracle’s Custom Development Method and IBM
Websphere application development concepts.

Making the most of your investment
Our main strategic commitment is to provide environmentally friendly information solutions. Genis combines
the best practices and the most sophisticated technologies with existing legislation framework to provide
best of breed solutions. We ensure government departments and institutions with the highest level of security
and value for their investments. Our solutions empower users with features and performance for superior
productivity, paperless work, high scalability, easy deployment of new advanced services, growing data and
processing power demands, integrating and building new applications or functionalities and compliance with
future legislation. By implementing the best practices and building a common knowledge data base, Genis eGovernment solutions improve the capabilities of all e-government administrators, and contribute to uniform
and streamlined internal operations.

Technologies
Our government e-business solutions comprise world best and proven technologies from leading manufacturers such as IBM and Oracle. As they have been built on open standards, Genis e-Government solutions
are platform independent, ensure long term support and strong further development. Using the approaches
and technologies of Service Oriented Architecture, we guarantee additional value of investment with reusable
functionalities and information resources, seamless integration between different databases and applications,
and automation of working processes. Service oriented web solutions enable central administration of e-government in tune with the best application interoperability.
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